Spare Parts, Actuator Repairs
and Consignment Stock
Actuator repairs are incredibly important to ensure the optimum
performance of your weighing machine. Ignoring zero drift errors, for
example, can seriously compromise the accuracy and performance
of your machine.
Actuator Repairs

Yamato Genuine Spare Parts

Only Yamato offer Genuine Spare Parts,
Repairs and Service of Yamato Equipment.

Only Yamato can supply genuine
spare parts which are made with the
finest materials ensuring longevity and
unrivalled reliability.

We can offer:
•	
Actuator unit repair complete within
7-10 working days
•	
Genuine Yamato parts only
•	
Repairs performed by fully trained
Yamato engineers
•	
6 month warranty on all repairs.

Yamato Official Repairs
All Yamato repairs are carried out with
precision and excellence by our qualified
and experienced engineering team
who have successfully passed rigorous
Yamato training.
Yamato Genuine Parts are used in all
our repairs so you can have peace of
mind that the quality of your machine is
maintained. All our repairs come with a
comprehensive 6 month warranty.

Yamato are renowned for their
high-quality premium parts and are thus
the best way of maintaining the optimal
performance of your machine.
Every new part sold through Yamato
comes with a comprehensive
12 month guarantee.
Everything comes with the knowledge
and re assurance that this is genuinely
part of the service from Yamato UK.

Reduce Your Business Risk
Modern companies need to assess their
business risk at every opportunity.
Risk is everywhere but the production
environment is particularly vulnerable.
Compliance with European Machinery
legislation such as PUWER and the
H&S at Work Act, both require vigilent
processes and procedures.
At Yamato, we try and help companies
with their compliance by ensuring our
machines are kept safe and risk free
from defective parts or dangerous
modifications. Our highly qualified
engineers only fit genuine spare parts
which have been thoroughly tested and
fit for purpose.
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This provides the security that a
customer`s Yamato machine is never
questioned on CE Certification or in any
risk analysis. Compliance is never in
doubt which protects customers against
potential claims for machines being fitted
with parts which have not been subject
to the original certification process and
which may cause injury or harm.
Typical benefits include:
CE Certification is never in doubt. Risk
of shock or defective parts is never an
issue and the machine performance can
be monitored properly.

For More Information
To find out more please contact
our dedicated Service Team on
0113 322 1546

